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Mittels einer frtiheren KlassenzahIabsch&xutg fiir quadratische Formen wird ah 
Verallgemeinerung einer Vermutung van Siegel bewiesen, dal3 Geschlechter 
totalpositiver Formen mit mindestens dre.i Variablen und vorgegebener Klassen- 
zahl nur in endlich vielen totalreellen algebraischen Zahlktirpern vorkommen. 
l3ei binaren Formen folgt mit einer neuen Klassenzahlformel aus der verall- 
gemehrerten Riemannschen Vermutung dieselbe Aussage. Ohne Annahme einer 
Hypothese gilt, da0 die Anzahl der totalreellen K&per eines festen Grades mit 
totalpositiven bit&en Formen vorgegebener KIassenzahl endlich ist. 
In his Princeton lecture of 1935 Siegel proved: “There exist onfy a finite 
number of totally realjields such that the class number of the genus of xl2 + 
xzz + xs2 + xd2 is one”, and made the conjecture: “It is probably true that for 
every genus with given class number, there exist only a finite number offielak” 
(see [l] p. 139). In my thesis I found a class number estimate for forms of 
dimension m > 3 (see [2] (69)), which essentially contains an even stronger 
result, which was formulated only for the case of class number h = 1. As 
apparently nearly nobody realized, that the result is true for h > 1 too (see 
e. g. [3], [4], [6]), O’Meara suggested that I publish an explicit statement of 
the full result. This is 
THEOREM 1. For any jixed natural number h, totally positive quadratic 
lattices in three or more dimensions with class number h < h, exist only in a 
finite number of totally real algebraic number jield. Each such jieid allows 
only a finite number of such lattices with bounded scale. 
Proof. Let K be a totally real algebraic number field of degree n and 
discriminant d, o = oK the ring of integers in K, let L be an o-lattice with 
scale SL C o and volume bL on a totally positive quadratic space of dimen- 
sion m > 3 over K. If L has h ,( h, classes in its genus, then by [2] (70a) 
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where for m > 6 
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g(m) = - 7 [($- - 1) (log m - 3.3379) - 2.26561 - 0.1931. 
(There is a misprint in [2]: the first minus-sign is missing in the second half 
of (62).) Since clearly lim,,, g(m) = - co, m < m, with some constant m, , 
which depends only on h, . 
Again by [2] (70~) 
where y(m, n) = (g(m) - 3m(m - 1)/4) n + [m(m - 1)/2] z(n). By [2] g(m) - 
3m(m - I)/4 is monotonely decreasing in m > 3, g(3) = 4.4489, z(n) > 0 
and z(n) = 0 (log n). Therefore 
y(m, n) < -0.0511n + m&h - 1) 2 z(n) --+ --co, (n -+ 00) 
which implies n < n, with some constant n,, depending only on h, . 
The rest of the proof now runs as in [2]. 
Arguing more carefully, one gets special estimates n < no(m) for every 
m < m, like in [2] (68). These can be further improved by using the new 
discriminantal bounds of Odlyzko [5] instead of the bounds of Rogers used 
in [2]. For any value of h, and all 3 < m < m, one may construct a table as 
in [2] p. 408, using 
dlj2 < (a&eng(m) 2/mfm-1) 1 * 
The case of dimension m = 2 is not considered in [2], but Peters [7] 
proved the original Siegel conjecture for E(2) = &” + 5,” with ho = I, 
provided the generalized Riemann hypothesis is true. This result remains true 
for an arbitrary quadratic form in two variables and any h, . 
THEOREM 2. For any fixed natural numbers h, and n, totally positive 
quadratic lattices of dimension two with class number h < h, exist only in a 
finite number of totally real algebraic number fields of degree n. Only finitely 
many of all these jieldr (of arbitrary degree) can be reached by a tower of 
relatively normal extensions from Q. There are finitely many such$ek& in all, 
provided either the generalized Riemann hypothesis or the Artin conjecture is 
true. 
Proofl Let L be an o-lattice on a two-dimensional totally positive qua- 
dratic space V over K, take S = -dV. Let K’ = K(2/S), which is a totally 
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complex number field. Call x the generating character of K’/K and define 
where the o-lattices Lj on, V represent the classes in the genus of L, and E&) 
means the order of the orthogonal group of Li . Then by Siegel’s analytic 
theory M(L) is an infinite product, the factors of which are determined 
explicitly in [8]. The result is 
with the integral divisor 5 = (sL)-~ bL, integers 1 < 0 < 2e (e = 42)) and 
rational numbers 4 < rp < 2. It can be seen from the exact values of cr = up 
and rp given in [8], that when u = 2e then rp < 1, whence 
If LO I xl-’ = IYIP (1 - X(P)/W) is inserted into the formula, there 
remains a factor (l/!l@~)-~/~ lJIpls 2 (1 - x(p)/%p)-l. But p ] 5 means, that L, 
is not modular, each of the two modular components being one-dimensional. 
Therefore nL, = sL, . In [9] I prove the existence of an integral divisor f of 
K such that 4(1tL)-~ bL = i&,/J2 ( see the remark in the Appendix). Hence 
sP is the p-part of )biy,J2 and p I s is ramified in K’/K or 5+, is a square. In 
the first case x(p) = 0 and 2/(%2~,)~~~ < 1, except for sP = p and ‘%zp < 3; in 
the second case 2/(‘%5,)1/2 (1 - ~(p)/‘%,,)-~ = 2%P/(!J15,)1~2 (111, - x(p))-l < 
1, except for sp = p2, !I&., = 2 and x(p) = 1. 
If an exceptional p is dyadic, consider once more the estimation of the last 
factor in the above product formula. Inspection of [8] shows p” = p and 
rp = 1 for 5p = p, which means that the estimation can be improved by a 
factor ‘%Ge and 2/(%~,)~/~ l/9+l < 1. Further rp < I for 5p = p2. If 0 < 2e, 
the possible improvement is at least %p-‘, so 2/(9bQ1i2 (1 - x(p)/%p)-l( l/W,) 
= 2/!Rp (%p - x(p))-’ = 1; if u = 2e, the definition pv = 
p2e + pe+t1/21 + (&&2 a(-&,) implies e = 1, so (sL,)-2 a(---dL,) C sp = 
p2 = p”, which means, that rp = & can be inserted again. So all dyadic 
exceptions being eliminated, the only remaining exception sP = p ] bKtIK 
and %p = 3 does occur at most n times (and really occurs exactly it times 
in special situations), thus leaving a factor 2” 1/P and 
It L(l I x)-’ 
&I2 
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Taking Odlyzko’s estimations [5] (4.2), the unlabelled estimation for 
1 - /3, on p. 283, (4.7) and (4.8) together yieldsfirst 
d1’2L(1 ’ x) 3 C,C,y(n) [x(q) 
(w-01-2'n (fl(~K,,K))-l/2n 
for all n, and finally 




for all U, al such that 1 + (l/4) log I dK* / < u1 < 2, 1 < u < u, < 1 + l/C,, , 
u < 1 + (01 - 1)/C, and all IZ > C&u, - 1). The Ci are computable 
positive constants, C,, = max{C, , C12}, 
p’ = ; (log 7r - $4 (;) + ; #’ (Lp)) 
with # = P/I’, 01= ((7 - 4 1/2)/17)lj2 and r(n) = it if K can be reached from 
Q by a tower of relatively normal extensions, else r(n) = n2 resp. r(n) = 
n + n! according as the generalized Riemann hypothesis or the Artin con- 
jecture are assumed to be true resp. not true. 
From numerical analysis one sees, that the above estimate is not good 
enough to draw conclusions. Therefore it is necessary to find a smaller 01. 
This constant originates in [5] lemma 1. Therefore I give an improved version 
of this lemma and the conclusions drawn from it with new 01 = 0.01 and 
adequate /3’ defined as above (see the Appendix). 
The same discussion as in [5] p. 285 then leads to 
for large n with some positive constant c independent from K and K' and 
/3’ > ,L3 = 2.1606. Therefore using the rough estimate &(GJ < <(u~)~ one 
gets jirst 
for all n and jinally 
with 47r/(3l&k)< 0.8363 < 1 for large n. 
641/x1/2-3 
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How to get rid of (!%@K#,K))1/2N ? Since the well known expression for 
b K~IK in terms of the quadratic defects of 6 implies, that for a dyadic p at most 
p2e+1 can divide QIK, so W(b,*,,), < &I2 wp2,“fl = 4” I&l2 wp < sn. If 
p is non-dyadic, sP is always the p-part of bKrlKf2 and p ] bK*IK is tamely 
ramified, which means p 1s and pa 7 bKpIK . For p < 16 use the second fact 
to see !ilQ~,& = lJ,~s 92~ < I&+ ‘QP = pm. For p I p > 16 consider 
once more 2/(!%2~+,)~/~ to conclude 2/(9&P)1/2 (%(bK~lK)p)1/2n < 2/(‘3p1-131/2 -C 
2/(16112)li2 = 1 for n > 2, thus these primes can be neglected, whereas the 
contributions of the primes p -C 16 are taken into account by multiplying c 
with 2 nKla p112. 
With %(bK~lK)1/2n removed from both inequalities, the final one is contra- 
dictory for all large n, if h < h,, , provided that r(n) < n2. For any fixed 
n > 2 the exponent 2 - a, - 2/n is made positive by an appropriately 
choosen o, , and from the first one an upper bound for d follows, if h < h, . 
The remaining case n = 2 reduces to the Brauer-Siegel theorem for real 
quadratic and totally complex biquadratic fields. From L&(S) = L(s ] x&(s) 
and the well known formula for the residue of &(s) at s = 1 it follows, that 
a1 I xl-’ = W’(iIz(b~~,~))‘~2 Rh 
R’h’ ’ 2~” 
ewk~/~)Y’2 c(E) (&P)l+~ 
&I2 2-n” (I &t 191-r = 
< ~‘wk.‘,K)~‘2 44 
2lr” W2Y-3E 
for all 0 < E < + with the arithmetic invariants n, d, R, h of K and dKt , w’, 
R’, h’ of K’. From the resulting inequality 
in the case n = 2, where w’ < 12 has been used, the factor (‘3(nK~lK))(12 < 
(%(bK~,K))1/2 can be removed as before. Then an (unfortunately ineffective) 
bound for d follows, if h < h, . 
Thus the theorem is proved. Remark that the necessity of the unproved 
hypotheses only does originate from [5]. 
To prove the second finiteness assertion of theorem 1 also for lattices of 
dimension two, it is necessary to estimate the factors of the product formula 
in such a way, that %(bL) or equivalently ‘8s is isolated. Therefore use 
l-h 2u - x(PN%P)-l < 4”(*), where p(s) is the number of different prime 
divisors of 5 and start with 
1 4p(9) L(1 I x)-l 
- < (2n)” - 
Wan (9&3)W dW * 
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Since K is now fixed and u1 can be chosen simultaneously for all &--that 
means independent of L - n, d and &(u& are constants. From b,t,,f* = 
4(nL)-2 bL = (2sL/nL)2 5 and SL 1 nL follows bKfIK 1 45, hence %(b,~,,) ,< 
49% and 
the last inequality being true for n > 2 by the following 
LEMMA. For any real y > 1 > E > 0 there exists an effectively computable 
constant K = K,&, E) such that 
for all integral divisors z, of an arbitrary algebraic number field of degree n. 
Proof. Let p = p(m) be the number of different rational primes dividing 
m = %e; then cc(e) < , np. Hence it is enough to prove the lemma for n = 1, 
then defining K&, 6) = K(y*, e). 
Let PI 9 Pz ,***, be the sequence of all rational primes in their natural order; 
then for any natural number m by Stirling’s formula 
m > fi pi > Jo! > (2r)lj2 p”+i12e-u > ($)p. 
i=l 
Define c = e+. As long asp > c or both p < c and m > y+, then yu < me 
follows, hence K = max {r”/rnC I 1 < m < rclE} 3 1 does the job. 
This proves the lemma and the inequality for any fixed 0 < E < 1 and 
C’ = CK*(~, 6). If h < h, , then by M(L) < $h the inequality is true only for 
finitely many !I%, that is finitely many B and - bounded scale asumed - 
finitely many bL, hence finitely many classes of lattices L. 
The remaining case n = 1 again reduces to the Brauer-Siegel theorem, 
now for imaginary quadratic fields. Normalize 8 = -dV to be the discri- 
minant of K’ = Q(W); then 1 6 ) = !X(b,#&, x = x8, L(1 1 x) = 
2vh’/(w’ 1 S Ills) with the arithmetic invariants 6, w’, h’ of K’. Since oK = 
H has unique factorization, “bounded scale” may be replaced by 5L = Z, 
thus 5 = bL and !%5 = dL. Therefore 
~ w’ 1 6 11’2 K(49 ‘) I 6 IE 
h’ (dLl/*)- 
< 6~(4, ~5) 21-2F -p-- 
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careful argument gives l/M(L) < 121~(2, E) 1 6 /‘/II’. Since h’ > c(E’)~ 6 Ic’ for 
any fixed E < E’ < 4, such an inequality is possible only for finitely many 6, 
if h < h,, . Take one of these, then w’ and h’ are constants, and 
1 +- w’ 1 6 p/2 
M(L) ’ h’ 
K(4, d 
(&l/2)1--2E 
yields an upper bound for dL, if h < h,, , allowing only finitely many L as 
before. 
THEOREM 3. For any totally real algebraic number field K and any fixed 
natural number h, there are only finitely many classes of totally positive lattices 
of dimension two over oK with bounded scale and class number h < h, . 
COMMENTS. Since the last parts in the proofs of theorems 2 and 3 use the 
Brauer-Siegel theorem, neither the Z-lattices having class number h < h, in 
Q, nor the real quadratic fields, in which totally positive lattices may have 
class number h < h, , can be determined effectively. 
All OtherJiniteness assertions proved in this paper are effective. 
The proof of theorem 2 for n = 2 is essentially due to Dzewas, who 
considered only P2). Since w’ < 6 or w’ < 3n2, it works for all n, but remains 
ineffective. 
APPENDIX 
As mentioned above, it is necessary and possible to improve slightly 
lemma 1 and theorem 1 of [5] as follows. 
LEMMA 1. Forall~~cr>landallrealx,ysuchthatO~x~1 
U-X 
(I? - x)2 + y2 + 
a--1+x 




( )I u - z 
y2 - (6 - x)2 y2 - (5 - 1 + x)” 
[ y2 + (5 - x)2]” + [y2 + (I? - 1 + x)“]2 I 
The first part of Odlyzko’s lemma 1 is not mentioned here, because it is 
not altered by the improvement. 
Proof As Odlyzko remarks one needs only consider ) < x < 1 and 
y > 0. Use the following abbreviations: 
a” = (6 - x)2,6 = (5 - 1 + x)~, b = (u - 1 + x)~, z = y2. 
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The case y < 6 - x is done as in [5]; no assumptions are used. Next con- 
sider~-xx<y~-l++.Asin[5],itisenoughtoprovefora”<z~g 
,:.+22;;2 
___ or equivalently 2(2 + @2 - (b + z)(z - 5) > 0. 
The left hand side is a quadratic polynomial p(z) = z2 + (56 - b) z + 
2h + c?b, taking its minimal value p0 = -(17/4) b2(Z/b - G&T/b - E,,) at 
z, = +(b - 5c?), where CL,, = (7 - 4(21j2))/17 and E0 = (7 + 4(21i2))/17. Since 
6, band z are nonnegative, p 2 0 is trivial as long as z,, < 0. z,, > 0 implies 
G/b < + < E, and p > p0 >, 0, if Z/b 3 0~~. Assume G/b < CX,,, then p. -C 0 
andp has two real zeros, the largest of which is z1 = z,, + (zo2 - 2c2 - Cb)lj2 
< 6, thereby p > 0 for a” < z. Thus again no assumption has been needed. 
In the case G - 1 + x < y the lemma follows from the inequality 
2 z-6 - - ___ 
b + z ’ (z”;12 + (z + L)>” 
for b” < z, which clearly is fulfilled without any assumption for z = 6, and is 
equivalent to q(z) 3 0 with the cubic polynomial 
q(z) = (3; + 36 - 2b) z3 + (a” + 12& + s2 - Zb - &b) z2 
+ (536 + 5&2 + 4&b - E2b - g2b) z + (2a”2b”2 + i?F2b + Z2gb) 
as a little calculation shows. First I investigate, under which conditions the 
four coefficients are non-negative. The last one trivially is always non- 
negative, the second one is equal to Z2 + 1166 + Z(& - b) + &b” - b), 
hence non-negative, if 6 - b 3 0, that is 3 3 u. Under the same assumption 
the initial coefficient is 3a” + 6 + 2(6 - b) > d > 0. Now if all coefficients 
are non-negative, there is nothing to prove. If not and 5 > u > 1 is assumed, 
then q has a relative maximum at z mBx < 0. This means, if q’(b”) is found to be 
non-negative, then q(z) 3 q(b) > 0 for all z > &. Calculate again and see 
q’(g) = 9g2(g - b) + 38a”g2 + 636 + a”J(g - b) + 2&b + 2J3 > 0, so all 
is clear. 
It seems that the stronger inequality, which is proved from 6 2 
9(5 + (1202 - 5)li2) in [5], can not be reached from 6 3 1 + CLU with a 
sufficiently small 01. 
In theorem 1 of [5] the assumptions for G can be replaced by the weaker 
6 > 0. As to the proof of theorem 2 of [5] one must introduce on p. 285 an 
arbitrary small 01> Oinstead of 01= ((7 - 4(21i2))/171i2. The condition 6 = 
1 + 010 2 0 is fulfilled, if u is sufficiently near to 1, say u < 1 + CL. This 
new cy then appears in (4.7). Some of the constants C,, ,... may depend on 
the choice of 01. In this paper the choice 01 = 0.01 has been made. 
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Remark. Professor Kneser suggests the following independent proof for 
the existence of f by local arguments. For any prime p choose 01 E Q(L), 
such that 01 = anL with integral divisor a not divisible by p, and p E a, such 
that v2) = ab not divisible by p. Then L’ = &5 o 201-l) is an o-lattice on 
V’ = V 0 201-l, such that nL’ = 2ar-1/12nL = 2b C 20. Therefore L’ is 
contained in a 2o-maximal lattice M on V’ and bL’ = bMr2 where r is the 
product of all invariant factors of L’ in M. If N is the norm from K’ to K, 
2N defines a quadratic form on K’ representing 2 and such that dK’ = 
--6 = N’. Since V’ represents 2, v’ and K’ are isometric quadratic K- 
spaces. R = OK’ is a 2o-maximal lattice on K’. From $82 K and theorem 
91.2 of O’Meara’s book follows Mq = R, for all primes q of K. Then bM = 
bR = bK’,K . Consequently ~(?LL)-~ bL = 4(nL’)-2 bL’ = b-2bK,,Kt2 has as 
p-part the p-part Of ~K',K t2. This is true for all p, so 4(nL)-2 bL = bK’,Kf2 
with some integral f. 
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